
Leeds KEEP OUR NHS PUBLIC  MEETING 12.6.19 

INTEGRATED CARE SYSTEMS :  

As planned we devoted nearly all the meeting to discussing the introduction of Integrated Care 

Partnerships/ Systems, with particular reference to West Yorks and Harrogate and discussing where we  

should be focusing our campaigning.  

John talked about ‘What are Integrated care Systems’  ( with info from the Kings Fund) and ‘What are the problems 

with ICS’ ( from an article by Sally Ruane who is speaking at the Conference in Leeds on 29th June )  See Doc attached   

Gilda highlighted key features of the  West Yorkshire and Harrogate ICS which is based on the local (  Place ) Plans 

but seeks to address provision  “ at scale”  through the regional  Partnership as well as standardisation/ rationing,  

reducing hospital demand,  centralising  services to save money, beginning to share budgets and commissioning.  

Although the Integrated Care Partnership / System does not have legal standing and says decision making rests with 

CCGs, LAs et al, there is a lot of pressure on localities to toe the line. Carrot and stick bribes and penalties operate 

within the ICs as well as between NHS England and individual ICS .   

Meanwhile  GPs are signing up to network contracts by the end of the month which will provide some extra money to 

practices but more money ( £1.8bn) to Primary Care Networks to employ pharmacists and social prescribers in the 

first year then physiotherapists , physician associates and para medics, all  to be shared between practices. The PCNs 

are essential building blocks of the ICS.  

Although there is some joint commissioning going on, Social Care and health budgets are not merged and the whole 

edifice is not yet underpinned by an Integrated Provider ( Accountable Care ) contract . However the implementation 

of Simon Stevens 5 year forward plan and the NHS 10 year plan is marching on rapidly and remorselessly with 

virtually no  opposition and no mandate from the public.  

Leeds KONP did have discussion with key LA people last autumn and they did gain some concessions in the way that 

the Partnership Board was set up and operates .  

CAMPAIGN PRIORITIES :  

We had a round table pitch on what we thought should be  our campaign  priorities in the current climate and  how 

we can make a start or take a leap forward . 

Campaign focus  How to make a start  
 

PRIVATISATION  : NAIL, EXPOSE AND CHALLENGE  
locally as well as nationally  

John and G have just started a pics and info project with a view 
to putting together one or more fliers on privatisation   
We will also be putting up Marion Macalpine’s national 
photographic exhibition at the 29th June Conference and hope 
to encourage its use more widely in the region.  
 

 RATIONING : BE PREPARED TO CHALLENGE THE 
NEXT ROUND,  take up national and local  egs 
and expose postcode lotteries.   
 

John has already done a lot of research on national guidelines. 
We could interrogate local system with questions, FOIs etc.  
We could  write to the press re recent national reports of  
thresholds for cataract ops . Joint replacements vulnerable.  
   

ACCOUNTABILITY   Keep on pressing ! 
 

Raise questions, challenges at West Yorks and local mtgs, 
Scrutiny Boards etc. Raise issues at Community Committees.   
 

EROSION OF GENERAL PRACTICE :  loss of face to 
face  appointments,  personal and continuing 

G aiming to send suggestions to  national KONP  re sharpening 
up the draft national charter.   



care, increased mergers/ distance to travel, long 
waits etc      

Need to firm up a local plan to take this to the public, involve 
councillors, MPs et al.  
   

MIGRANT CHARGES  
 

J&G have had preliminary discussions with Unite and J is 
following up his FOI. Judy has challenged hostile environment 
notices in the Trust and had some response.   
John to put resolution to Unite branch of LTHT and question to 
LTHT Board meeting in July or Sept.  
Leeds KONP to seek meeting with Asylum orgs, TUs and 
possibly TUC, possibly early autumn. Individual stories  would 
be helpful  
 

KEEP PRESSING LABOUR on NHS re-instatement , 
getting the market out etc and on making a stand 
now on all the issues above . 
    

Resolutions through branches, direct communication, calls for 
joint and specific action etc 

SUPPORT NHS STAFF   who  face massive fall out 
from staff shortages centralisation,  Wholly 
owned subsidiaries, job flexibility issues.   

Need to work more closely with the trade unions and give 
what support and publicity we can. Also keep in touch with the 
junior docs who are making noise.  

 

Other areas were mentioned eg   bigging up  the argument that we can afford the NHS,  exposing the dire state of 

social care and mental  health services, picking up the issues re international trade deals particularly if we BREXIT. We 

can’t do everything but we can be nimble in both ploughing on regardless and responding to issues that jump  in our 

face. To make a good fist of any of the above we also need to recruit more people to be active in the group and share 

tasks.  

Some upcoming events   

1. Sat. June  29th :Health Campaigns Together Conference  in Leeds. We really need you to come and bring friends 

and colleagues.  We also need practical help on the day with hanging Marion’s “ How Come We Didn’t Know”  

exhibition  on privatisation,  welcoming and registering people, providing refreshments   etc.  The Conference should 

help us get a better handle on what is happening in health and social care, share experience and talk about  what can 

be done but also  recharge our batteries and derive strength from each other .  

2. Thursday 13th June to Sat. 5th July . See Space 2’s “ Many Happy Returns :70 years of NHS memories “  exhibition in 

room 700 at Leeds City Library. Leeds KONP co-operated closely with Space 2 in planning/ prep for the  exhibition and 

it does show !  

3. Friday July 5th ( and possibly Sat 6th too) NHS Birthday event – details to be discussed  but we will definitely   have 

a lunchtime event on 5th and will be trying to make some links with Space 2 . ( Plans to be made at the next KONP 

mtg. on Wed 26th June. 

4.  Saturday 13th July  Kirkstall Festival  10-4ish We have taken over the stall usually  run by Leeds Hospital Alert so 

need lots of help and bright ideas about how to make it interesting and attractive. 

DATE OF NEXT MEETING : Wednesday 26th June 6.30 – 8pm in the Victoria Hotel.  

 

 


